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.. and an RPG layer. Build your dream and imagine yourself in a multi-award-winning, story-driven, blocky world. This is the
world of Fly on Dragons. Fly on Dragons Fly on Dragons is a real-time-strategy game for iOS and Android developed by
Modalas Entertainment. It allows you to fly on the back of dragons, on the wings of giant birds, and on the water while
managing your resources, capturing resources, buying buildings and upgrades, growing your skill and power to become a dragon
of legend. The game's multiplayer features allow you to fly along with your friends and battle it out on the field of war.
Gameplay Fly on Dragons features a large-scale 3D world with a procedurally generated map. The game is played by
constructing your own map by placing blocks of the desired shape onto a grid, growing your creatures, and fighting wars to
acquire resources and expand your territory. Players can construct buildings to grow their armies, cities, and towns. Players are
able to construct buildings, which can be upgraded with other buildings. Buildings provide unique features to your creatures
such as buffs to speed, special attacks, and defenses against other creatures. The buildings include a Tree of Life to cultivate
more seeds, a Temple of Enlightenment to increase your physical strength, a Tower of Attack to perform special attacks, and a
Gauntlets of Conquest to increase the damage you deal to enemy creatures. Each creature has a special skill. By using them, the
player's creature can perform special attacks. The player can increase the level of a creature's skill by using the skill which can
be acquired from multiple sources. Attack and attack skills increase the damage dealt to enemies. Defense skills reduce damage
taken from enemies. Defense skills increase the health of the creature. Physical skills increase the physical damage to the
player's creature. Each creature also has a passive skill, which increases the statistics of the creature. The 3D block building
system allows you to customise your world. The blocks are of various shapes and sizes, and can be stacked on top of each other
to make up buildings of different shapes. Multiplayer Players can participate in a 3D multiplayer battle on a specific map using
local Wi-Fi. Other players can also join by using other players' characters. When in a battle, the player is able to see and use the
other players' creatures
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block story pc game The Story of Block Story is a very classic board game with unique gameplay and a whole new experience
for you. You can build a block and place them on the board so that they can be moved. You can also play as a gu Block Story
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